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From the President
Hello everybody
Welcome to this month’s Viewpoint. Time has passed very
quickly and we are already in the middle of the year with six
more months to go till end of the year. The club’s membership now stands at 269 members.
As the club continues to grow from strength to strength as
the largest camera club in NSW, we also require more members to step up to assist in running our club’s activities. The
social team is currently looking for more volunteers to lead
in our midweek and weekend social outings.
If you have the flair to lead a small group outing, please
don’t hesitate to contact our social coordinator Tom Brassil
(Email: social@chrslphotographyclub.org ) or myself.
There are a couple of training workshops happening in this
month of June for those of you who wants to learn more
about photography. For beginners, we have the “Getting to
know your camera “ workshop on the 19th June. For the
more advanced photographers, we have the Advanced Photoshop workshop on the 5th June. For those of you who
loves seascape or landscape photography, I will be doing a
two hours talk on this topic on the 14th June Tuesday workshop night.
For those of you who enjoyed our regular outings, there will
be two outings coming up in the month of June. A mid-week
outing to the Cumberland State Forest has been planned on
the 7th June and a night outing to the Vivid Sydney light installations on the 8th June. The details are in the club’s website and I encourage all of you to sign up for them.
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I am pleased to announce that once again we have won the
latest Axholme competition between our club and Axholme
Camera Club in the UK.

We have won by an impressive 60 points margin over
Axholme Club and this clearly illustrates the high standard
of our club members. Good job!
As the number of activities have been growing in our club, I
urge all of you to read your weekly reminder notices in your
email to ensure that you don’t miss out on any of these
wonderful activities.
Last but not least, I would like to remind everybody that it is
important recognise the support we are given by the RSL
ranging from the excellent facilities we are provided with
each week, to the annual financial grant which allows us to
secure the necessary tools we needed to keep the club
thriving.

Until next month, Happy Snapping.

Regards
Jason Pang, FAPS
President
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You may have already noticed that I now have some help with
the Editing and Producing of the Monthly Magazine/Newsletter.
Rosa Doric has stepped up to the plate (Assistant Editor) and is
doing a fabulous job. It has a different feel and is greatly freshened up. Rosa put together the May edition and has put together this edition (June). If you get a chance please tell her

on when I retire.

role over the last 4 years, and I know you will all extend that
support to Rosa.
Hazel Hogarth
Newsletter Editor
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June 2016 - Printed Set Image of the Month
“Back Lit Bud” by Robert Shelberg

Judge - Gavin Roberts
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June 2016 - Digital Set Image of the Month
“Two Swans on Black Glass” by Ruth Garbutt

Judge- Gavin Roberts
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June 2016 - Print Open Image of the Month
“Tulips” by Mary Spence

Judge - Gavin Roberts
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June 2016 - Digital Open Image of the Month
“Laura” by Koen Van Den Beld

Judge - Gavin Roberts
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Members Voting Result

Cockatoo Island outing
Our May Mid week outing to Cockatoo Island produced some great images, of particular note was the winning entry from this events Members Voting Competition from Jason Pang for his image “Docking Station”

Congratulations Jason great image
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Also of note among the many great images was our two runner up entries as voted by our members.
Second place went to Amelia Chen for her image Overturn Boat

With third place going to Tom Brassil for his Image Spirits Rise

There are a number of great images from this outing, to view all results please go to the Clubs Website
Members Voting Results.
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Les Harvey - Photoshop tips #8
How to Activate Layers without using the Mouse.
Hold the ALT and press the [ (left square bracket) this will activate the next layer DOWN.
Hold the ALT and press the ] (right square bracket) this will activate the next layer UP.

How to change the Brush Size.
Hold the ALT and press Right mouse button, then move the mouse LEFT or RIGHT to make the brush smaller or
bigger.
This feature can be used with the following Brush actions – Painting, Clone, Heal or Erase.

How to change the Brush Hardness.
Hold the ALT and press Right mouse button, then move the mouse UP or DOWN to make the brush softer or
harder.
This feature can be used with the following Brush actions – Painting, Clone, Heal or Erase.

How to change the Clone Angle
When using the Clone tool sometimes the clone paste angle
is incorrect, the easiest way to correct this is to:Press ALT + Click to select the area to Clone
ON the Menu bar select Window and Clone Source
Click in the Angle field and type or scroll the mouse wheel to
change the Paste angle
As the angle is changed the area to be pasted will rotate to
the new angle
When the angle is correct press the mouse button to paste
the cloned area.
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How to ZOOM in to another area.
When working on an image at a Zoomed level, it is possible to easily zoom into another area of the image by holding
the H key and moving the mouse with the Left button clicked. Move the rectangle that appears over the area to be
zoomed and release the keys.

How to temporarily ROTATE the VIEW.
Sometimes when you are painting or selecting it is an awkward angle to work with. It is possible to easily and temporarily rotate the image to make it easier to work with by pressing the R key and rotating the image.
To reset the image, press the R key and press the Reset View on the Tool bar line.

.
Enjoy ………

Les Harvey
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Social Club Outing - Mt Wilson
Our midweek outing at Mount Wilson, was held on Friday, 13 May. No black cats were seen on the day and ladders were judicially avoided.
A lovely start to the day with everybody meeting at the Fire Station. Roadworks on the Bells Line of Road delayed a numbers of
people however the majority arrived in plenty of time at our meet point.
A quick decision was made to visit one of the open gardens Nooroo, which dates back to the 1880’s. The garden offered many
opportunities for photography, unfortunately the area had been subject to very unseasonal conditions with a very short time
line for change of colour in the foliage and recently it was also subjected to high winds. The conditions for traditional Autumn
colour were not all that great.
The garden’s themselves and the area presented both opportunities and challenges for photography. It will be interesting to
see the submissions on the Members Voting Competition.

Discussing the shots
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After touring Nooroo we adjourned back to the church
grounds for a picnic lunch in
the shade of the trees on the
grounds.

A very relaxed time and congenial conversation
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Following Lunch we travelled to a an area at
the end of Church Lane for a bush walk and
the viewing of an ancient tree identified by
Barry Ormond while the tree did have a designation previously it will from now on be
titled “Barry’s Tree”

After a few other photo opp’s we started the trip home
with a stop for afternoon tea at Pie in The Sky.

Barry’s Tree
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Admiring Barry’s tree

All in all a good day out with fine weather, good company and numerous photo opportunities.

A big thanks to Ian Moore for organising this trip.

Story and images by Tom Brassil
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Social Club Outing - Mt Wilson
Ian Moore and I met around 6am at Pugh’s Lagoon in Richmond hoping for a misty sunrise which proved to be very
short lived and there were limited spots with access for reasonable shots. The coffee in Richmond afterwards was hot
and most welcome as it was only about 5 degrees – pretty
nippy!! A number of people were delayed arriving at the
meeting place in Mt Wilson due to the extensive roadworks
on Bells Line Road

Autumn Splendour

Autumn Colours

Following the strong winds earlier that week the ‘colour’
was less evident in the trees compared with a week or two
ago so a number of attendees entered Nooroo Gardens
(one of the main historic gardens in Mt Wilson) while myself and the other members roamed the streets looking for
‘colour’.
Story and images by Collin Wright
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Images by Owen Farrell
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Images by Owen Farrell
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Image by Owen Farrell
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Social Club Outing - Newington Armory

Images by Les Harvey
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Images by Les Harvey
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May Workshop

How To Matt Board Your Photos
Presenter: William Stewart
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Om El Al Azeem and Yvonne”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Nira”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Branche Haute” Om El Arab's magic - California
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Flight to freedom”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Happy Chupy”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Shane and Chacal”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Dancing in the sea”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Freedom on a horse”
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Showcasing - Elsa Marchenay
“Sunset”
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A Day in the life - Karen O’Conner
Castle Hill Show Award Winner
Business owner Karen O’Connor operates Wyee Child Care Centre and Preschool and while she loves her work, she also loves
the creative freedom her photography brings her.
Karen recently took out Grand Champion Award as part of the Photographic Competition at the Castle Hill Show. Managed by
the Castle Hill Photographic Club, this year there were over 370 entries, a 17 per cent increase on last year.
Karen added to her previous awards – she won Grand Champion in 2015 too – with her winning entry entitled “Caught in the
Act”.
Karen lives in West Pennant Hills with her husband, Ian. She has three grown daughters.

“And ten and a half grandchildren,” Karen smiles.
“I moved to the Hills because I fell in love with the tree-lined streets and the cherry blossoms. One of the effects of looking
for a house to buy in the spring!”
A big block and the Hills close proximity to everything was another deciding factor.
“Our house was built in the 1980’s on a large block so we have a big backyard.”
As we mentioned before, Karen juggles her ‘daytime’ work with her photography.
“Being self-employed gives me freedom to do the work I ‘have’ to do, yet I can also sneak in work that I ‘love’ to do which is
photography,” Karen explains.
“Funnily enough, I work in early childhood and most of my photography tends to involve children too. In both of these aspects, I get to enjoy the unpredictable nature of childhood!
Karen shared what a regular day looks life for her with us.

Many thanks to Penny Webb from the Hawksbury and Hills District Magazine for
permission to reproduce the above article and image
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TIME

DESCRIPTION

0600 – 0700

I was up working late on my images so after the graveyard shift, I’m still asleep having a mini lie-in.

0700 – 0800

I wake up to start working on the Preschool admin. I do this from home as our Preschool is not situated in Sydney.

0800 – 0900

Combination of breakfast, shower and taking work calls.

0900 – 1000

I get some household tasks done, another advantage of working from home.

1000 – 1100

As part of my role, I manage accounts and wages, so if it’s a pay day or I need to make any adjustments to the roster, I do that now.

1100 – 1200

I stop for an early-ish and light lunch.

1200 – 1300

Then it’s back to working on the financial side of the business and I focus on accounts payable and
receivable

1300 – 1400

I keep working away on accounts and get ready for heading out later this afternoon, making a list of
what I need to do and get.

1400 – 1500

I take a break from the administrative side of the business to check that the photo I worked on in the
early hours of the previous morning, still makes sense in the light of a new afternoon. It does!

1500 – 1600

If I have a little time up my sleeve, I’ll keep working on photos and make adjustments to any images
I’m working on.

1600 – 1700

Now it’s out the door to complete errands. Nothing too exciting as it’s mainly banking and popping
into the post office but I do buy myself a rewarding mocha and sit down for a little while, with photography magazine in hand, of course!

1700 – 1800

I finish up any errands I need to and get back home.

1800 – 1900

Dinner is followed by a bit of time watching TV if there is anything decent on.

1900 – 2300

The sooner I get back to my images, the better. I spend the rest of the night editing images and receiving comments from my husband about how obsessed I am!

2300 – 2400

Yep! Still up working on editing images until the wee hours. Will need another lie in, I think!
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Caught in the Act.
Karen’s award winning
photo, ‘Caught in the
Act’ which won her
the title of Grand
Champion in the Photographic Competition
at the Castle Hill Show.
Image Credit
Karen O’Connor
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May Workshop

Photographing the Night skies
Presenter: Geoff Sharpe

To photograph the night skies it is important for you understand how the
Milky Way galaxy and stars move in relation to the Earth.
The Celestial Sphere (see diagram) appears to rotate from East to West
along the Ecliptic (the plane that the planets orbit the Sun on) at the rate
of 15 degrees per hour. It is in fact the Earth that is rotating on its axis
that causes the night sky to appear to move. Just as the Earth has a
South and North Pole, the Celestial Sphere has a north and south Celestial Pole. The night sky rotates along this axis. At the celestial poles, the
night sky rotates about the pole in a clockwise direction at the South Celestial pole.
As the Earth orbits the Sun, its position changes in relation to the Milky
Way galaxy. The prime time for photographing the Milky Way is in Winter in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Several factors govern the conditions for photographing the night sky. The best time is at New Moon, when there is no
moonlight in the sky. Pollution from the lights of urban areas reduces the clarity of the galaxy and stars. Clear skies without
clouds, wind or moonlight are the ideal conditions for night sky photography. To achieve this, you need to shoot in a dark
sky location.
Check for cloud cover on www.cloudfreenight.com
Check the weather on www.yr.no
Check the Bureau of Meteorology on www.satview.bom.gov.au

The Bent Tree at the Taralga Wind Farm

Night sky photography is based on the following formula. This will vary for full frame cameras that allow you to shoot at
6400 ISO or higher. Shorter focal lengths allow for longer exposure times and very fast lenses allow for wider apertures, capturing more star light.











Shoot RAW
Manual focus
Widest aperture - f/2.8 or better
10mm – 16mm wide angle lens
3200 ISO
30 seconds exposure time
Long exposure Noise Reduction switched OFF
Steady shot or Image Stabilization switched OFF
Tripod
Remote exposure/shutter release
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Using and understanding your Histogram is
the key to your success. Follow these examples to achieve the optimal exposure for
your night sky images.

Learn how to change the exposure by modifying the ISO, aperture and exposure time.

The maximum exposure time is determined
by the focal length of your lens. If you go
beyond the maximum time for your lens,
star trails will appear in your images.

The maximum exposure time for your lens is
determined by the 500 Rule.

Divide 500 by the focal length of your lens
e.g. for a 16mm lens, divide 500 by 16 which
gives you 31.25 seconds. This is the longest
time you can use before the Earth’s rotation
causes star trails to appear on your images.
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Star tracking
Longer exposure times can be achieved by using a star tracking camera mount such as the Vixen Polarie.
Once the Polarie is aligned to the south celestial pole and the
latitude that you are shooting from is set, the Polarie will
keep accurately tracking the stars for hours.
This allows for “deeper exposures” that show millions of additional stars above what you usually capture using a 30 second exposure.

Manual focus is mandatory for night sky photography. Your camera will not be able to auto focus on any objects.






Initially, use auto focus on a torch that has been positioned on the ground at infinity, and then switch your camera
to manual focus
Use Live View on a bright star
Use step through manual focus by taking five exposures, two at different points below the infinity marker on your
lens, followed by one exposure right on the infinity marker, followed by two exposures beyond the infinity marker.
marker. The image that has the sharpest pin point of star light is the true infinity focal point of your lens. Mark
this point on your lens with tape or a green Sharpie marking pen.
Check the true infinity point regularly throughout the night as your lens can be accidentally refocused to the wrong
position
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Noise will be produced in all of your night sky images because we are using high ISO’s and the light levels are low.







Use 1600 to 3200 ISO on a crop sensor camera
Use 3200 to 6400 ISO on a full frame camera
The pixels on a crop sensor camera are much smaller than on a full frame sensor, so you collect less light
A high ISO on a crop sensor equals Noise
Noise can be reduced in post processing in Lightroom or Photoshop
You can choose to leave Long Exposure Noise Reduction ON in your camera but for every 30 second exposure you
take, you will have to wait another 30 seconds for the dark frame to be exposed. This will cost you valuable shooting
time. It will also halve your usable battery power

Other camera settings








Image stabilization OFF
Focus peaking ON
White balance to AUTO
Daylight white balance will make your images look too warm (adjust in post processing)
Image quality – shoot LARGE RAW for quality
Only shoot Jpegs for lower quality for a time lapse movie and smaller file sizes

Essential equipment








Tripod
Remote release and an intervalometer
Dew heater
Batteries and power supplies
Headlamp
Food and drink
Appropriate clothing

Articulated LCD viewfinders
The articulated LCD screen on the Sony a99 is
exceptional to use for night sky photography
because it allows the photographer to work the
camera in a comfortable standing position. If
your LCD has a limited range of movement, you
will spend a significant period of time bent over
with a twisted neck attempting to view your images.
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Equipment
Buy a Quality lens if you can afford it. The image quality is superior and the stars are much sharper. An aperture of f/2.8
or better is desirable as you will gather more light in a shorter time at a lower ISO.
A carbon fibre tripod is also good to have as tripod vibrations and camera shake are eliminated after two seconds.
Aluminium tripods continue to vibrate for up to ten seconds after a bump and that will translate to blurred images.

Dew Heater is essential in the winter months as dew will form on your lens and ruin all of your shots. The dew heater
band is powered by a lithium battery and it will last for up to four hours of shooting.
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Spare charged camera batteries are essential as night sky photography is power hungry with 30 second exposures the
norm.
Most batteries should last at least two to four hours depending on the exposure frequency.
In time lapse photography for creating movies of the Milky Way galaxy movement, you will take an exposure every 30 seconds for up to four hours. This will exhaust your single camera battery unless you use a battery grip or an external DC battery.
Another piece of essential equipment is a headlamp that has a RED light as well as a WHITE light. The red light maintains your
night vision allowing you to see the night sky and your surroundings whilst you are photographing the night sky. White light
will kill off your night vision instantly and you will not regain your night vision for another twenty minutes. White light will
also ruin your night sky images and those of your fellow night sky
photographers
who are nearby.

Food and

drink are essen-

tial when you are
shoot to keep
ter and to give
keep awake.
fluids. A thermos
hot coffee,
and snacks. Enkeep you going

on a night sky
you warm in winyou energy to
Take plenty of
for hot drinks,
tea ,soup, water
ergy foods to
all night
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Clothing is an important consideration, especially in winter when the best views of the Milky Way galaxy are on display.


In Winter – dress like you are going to the snow with multiple layers for your head, body, legs and feet



Choose solid footwear with ankle protection



Gloves – fingerless or thin so that you can operate the camera, lens and tripod



In Summer – take insect repellant [Aerogard/Off ]– expect mosquitoes and other insects

Planning the Shoot


Choose a location to go to shoot



Does the location have dark skies?



Choose New Moon as the shooting time to give you the darkest skies and longest dark period



Scout the chosen area in daylight for photographic compositions and hazards



Where will the Milky Way galaxy be in the sky?



Write down a plan of the shots that you want to take. Invariably, you will do something else and forget about the plan
and you will go home without the planned shots

What things to shoot at night


Twilight landscapes



Moonlit landscapes



Night sky scenes



Silhouettes and reflections



Panoramas
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Twilight at Byron Bay
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A crescent Moon appears over the hills of Lostock at sunset

A six image stitched panorama of Gum Tree Swamp, Forbes at twilight

A four image stitched panorama of the Milky Way galaxy setting at Lake Eppalock
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The Milky Way galaxy setting at Mt Pilot
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The Milky Way galaxy rising at Warracknabea
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Utes in the Paddock at Ootha

The Nimmons Trestle Bridge with an
enhanced Southern Cross
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Lighting your images at night


You can use the Moon to light the landscape in your images



Only the brightest stars will appear in your images



Use a torch fitted with a snoot to light a foreground subject



Use a flash gun fitted with a snoot to light a foreground subject



Use the Z96 LED light which has a step-less dimmer and throws an even and powerful light



The Z96 LED is highly recommended

The Cow Loader at Lostock lit with the Z96 LED
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Star trails can be shot using several techniques which allow you to show the passage of the stars across the night sky.

Long exposure technique
A single exposure from 15 minutes
up to 4 hours long to capture the
trails

Short exposure technique
Multiple, short, single exposures
over several hours and the use of
software program called StarStaX
to stack all of the images together
to create one single image.

www.markus-enzweiler.de/
software/software.html
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Vortex star trails can also be created in Photoshop using a technique that shows the star trails spiraling into a vortex

Vortex Star
trails using
Photoshop

Star trails
using
StarStaX

Star trails can be captured using the following exposure guide

Trail Type

Time

Aperture

ISO

Short

15 minutes

f/4

ISO 200

Short

30 minutes

f/4

ISO 100

Medium

60 minutes

f/5.6

ISO 100

Medium

120 minutes

f/8

ISO 100

Long

240 minutes

f/11

ISO 100



Shoot RAW



Long exposure Noise Reduction switched to ON or OFF. [This choice is dependent on your battery life]



If you choose Noise Reduction ON, your exposure will be twice as long as if you choose OFF



It is prudent to make a long exposure star trail image with a fully charged battery and make the image the last capture
for the night



After you have packed up and are driving home, your camera will still be exposing the dark frame
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Zoom star trails can also be captured by using the standard, short exposure technique but as the image is being acquired,
you smoothly zoom the lens from the longest focal length to the shortest or vice versa. It is critical that you do not bump the
lens during the exposure.

Zoom star trails imaged with a
30 second exposure and second
layer of a tree combined over
the star trails.

Time lapse movies can be created to show the continuous movement of the night sky. Time lapse is a simple extension of
the basic technique and instead of taking a single exposure, you shoot many hundreds of images over several hours


You can shoot either RAW or Jpeg images



RAW images can be also used for single nightscape images



RAW images need to be converted to Jpegs for the movie



Jpeg images can be used for the Time Lapse without any apparent loss of quality



Compose the scene you wish to capture and select Continuous Shooting mode



Lock the shutter down with a cable release



The camera will shoot a continuous sequence of images until you release the remote switch



A Dew Heater band is required to prevent dew from forming on the front element of your lens. If dew forms on your
lens, your images will be rendered useless



Motion can be introduced into your movie by using the Vixen Polarie or the Dynamic Perception slider



The movie can be rendered using the free software VirtualDub



A soundtrack can be added to the movie in VirtualDub
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The Dynamic Perception
slider can be used to introduce motion into your
time lapse movies

Image Processing
There are many different ways of processing RAW images of the night sky and each author that I have read offers different
methods of achieving virtually the same outcome. With all digital processing, make small adjustments and gauge the effect.
If you apply a processing function with too much enthusiasm, your images will look completely unrealistic.
If you follow these basic steps, you will achieve a pleasing result.


Process in Lightroom or Photoshop



The steps are much the same in each program



Apply the lens correction profile that matches your night sky lens



Apply +30% luminance noise reduction to the image



Use an adjustment brush to paint out the areas of noise



Adjust the colour temperature to fall into the range of 3800 to 4200



If you set it below 3800, the night sky becomes too BLUE/COLD



If you set it above 4200, the night sky becomes too RED/WARM



Adjust the tint to match the right hand side of the histogram



Adjust the exposure to the mid-point of the histogram



Adjust the contrast to +100



Reduce the highlights to -60



Adjust the shadows to suit your eye



Adjust the whites to suit your eye



Adjust the blacks to suit your eye
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Hold the Alt key and move the Black slider



Adjust the clarity to +20



Adjust the vibrance to +5



Adjust the saturation to suit your eye (use this very sparingly or not at all)



Burn in the dark lanes of the Milky Way



Add contrast with an adjustment brush over the Milky Way



Add highlights with an adjustment brush where appropriate



Add clarity with an adjustment brush over the sky



Reduce sharpening using the masking slider and holding the Alt key (adjust to suit)

Excellent processing tutorials are offered in these eBooks by the following authors.
Royce Bair, Milky Way Nightscapes
http://intothenightphoto.blogspot.com.au/2015/01/milky-way-nightscapes-ebook-preview.html
David Kingham, Nightscape
http://intothenightphoto.blogspot.com.au/2014/05/david-kinghams-nightscape-ebook.html
Phil Hart, Shooting Stars
http://philhart.com/shooting-stars

The Wonders of the Night Sky
What you can see and photograph with your DSLR Camera and a Tripod

The Moon


The closest celestial body to Earth



The Moon has a 28 day orbit around the Earth



New Moon is the time of the darkest sky and is ideal for night sky photography



Full Moon is the time of the brightest sky and is unsuitable for night sky photography



The Moon is best photographed during the waxing and waning phases
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Lunar Eclipse
A lunar eclipse occurs when the
Earth’s shadow is cast over the
Moon.




It can be a full or partial eclipse.

The Moon changes to a blood red
colour when fully eclipsed.


Partial eclipse exposures are 1/500
to 1/125, f/5.6, ISO 200.


Full eclipse exposure are ¼ to 5 seconds, f/5.6. ISO 1600.


Zodiacal Light
Zodiacal light is the light reflected
off many particles and dust along
the plane of the ecliptic.


The ecliptic is the path that the
planets take when they orbit the
Sun.


Sunlight is reflected off the particles and is best seen in the mornings
in Autumn and in the evenings in
Spring.


Use f/2.8, ISO 1600 to 3200, 30 to
120 seconds to capture the light.
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Air Glow
Air glow is the phenomenon that happens in the atmosphere when atoms and
molecules become excited by ultra violet
rays from the Sun.


The release of energy can be best seen
at night and is usually green in colour
but can be red, orange or blue.


Air glow can add dramatic effects to
your images.


Planetary Conjunctions
Planetary conjunctions usually occur when the Moon and one or more
planets appear to pass close to one
another in the night sky.


Recently Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon all
aligned (January 2016).


Currently Saturn, Mars and Antares
are in a triangular conjunction (May
2016).


Photograph these conjunctions using the basic night sky formula.
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Clouds
Noctilucent clouds are very high altitude clouds seen only at night in the
higher latitudes.


They are made up of ice and crystals
and are rarely seen


Clouds are generally unwelcome for
the night sky photographer because
they obscure the stars but they can be
useful in a time lapse movie to add drama and movement to the night sky.


Clouds are generally unwelcome for the night
sky photographer because they obscure the
stars but they can be useful in a time lapse movie to add drama and movement to the night sky.
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The Milky Way Galaxy
The Milky Way is a spiral galaxy made up of over 200 billion
stars.


The best times to photograph
the centre of the Milky Way is
during Winter, from June to
September.


The centre of the galaxy is located in the constellations of
Scorpius and Sagittarius.


The southern Milky Way is best
seen in Autumn, from April to May
and is located in the constellations
of Centaurus and Crux.
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Meteors
 Meteors are made up of tiny particles
from comets and can travel at about 45
kilometers per second.
 Earth passes through streams of these
particles on its orbit around the Sun.
 Meteor showers occur around the
same time each year.
 Up to 120 meteors per hour have been
recorded for the Geminids shower.
 To photograph meteors, use the same
technique as for time lapse movies.

Comets
Comets can be large and are
made up of rock, ice and dust


They can range in size from a few
metres up to fifty kilometres
across.


The tail can stretch across millions of kilometres of space
Photograph comets using the basic
night sky technique
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Satellite Flares


Satellite flares are quite common.

The material Iridium is used to make
the satellites and is highly reflective.


The flare usually lasts for about 50
seconds.


Photograph flares using the basic
night sky technique.


Aurora Borealis
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The Aurora
Aurora Borealis - [Image previous page ]
 The Aurora Borealis can be seen in the northern hemisphere above 60 degrees latitude.
 The best times to photograph the aurora are in March and September.
 Magnetic midnight is around 2:00 am and this is the time of highest activity.

 Photograph the aurora using a variation of the basic technique, f/2.8, ISO 800, 10 seconds exposure.
 Change you technique to suit the light levels
Aurora Australis
 The Aurora Australis can be seen as far north as Uluru - Ayres Rock.
 I have photographed it near Mittagong.
 The colours are different to the northern hemisphere in that they are purple, red and green.
 The aurora can appear as a vertical wall of light.
 Use the basic technique to capture the Aurora Australis as we are much further away from the source near the South
Pole and the light is much weaker.

Aurora Australis
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Bioluminescence
 Bioluminescence comes from micro-organisms in the sea that emit light when the water around them is disturbed.
 They are reasonably common but so far I have not captured them.
 Photograph them using a modified basic technique of f/2.8, ISO 800 to 3200 and vary the exposure time to suit the water
movement.

Useful Software
 Stellarium for Planning night shoots
 StarStaX for Star Trails
 Microsoft ICE for stitching panoramas
 The Photographers Ephemeris for Sunrise and Sunset, Moonrise and Moonset times
 VirtualDub for rendering Time Lapse movies
Useful Web Sites
 The World at Night (TWAN)
 Ice in Space
 Dream Views
 The Lonely Speck

www.twanight.org
www.iceinspace.com.au
www.dreamview.net
www.lonelyspeck.com

Uncredited images of the planetary conjunction at Parkes and the comet are by Phil Hart
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Upcoming in June
June 2016 - Mid Week Outing
Tuesday, 7 June - 9:30 AM,

Cumberland State Forest, Pennant Hills NSW
A day out exploring the various walking trails around the Cumberland State Forest
Website:- http://www.forestrycorporation.com.au/visit/forests/Cumberland-state-forest
Location: 95 Castle Hill Road, Pennant Hills. This makes it very accessible by car or bus, but not by train. (It is very local,
so perhaps most members have already visited the site?)
Photo Opportunities: Nature, Birds, Tall Timbers, Macros - (fits with June competition subject.)
Walks: Three walk options: Short, medium, medium long. All are easy walks however this fact provides a lot of opportunity
for members to just amble, meander, and stop for long periods, set up tripods, sit, and just focus on the photography. As
this will not be a strenuous day and close to home, you should be relaxed enough to attend the evening lecture at the club.
Cafe / Restaurant: Cafe Saligna. Indoor / Outdoor seating. Alternatively, opportunities for eating own lunch in the bush or
elsewhere abound.
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g4375057-d4775266-ReviewsForestry Museum. Informative and interesting, this small forestry industry museum located next to the Cafe is also worth a
browse.
Native Plant Nursery: Finally the location sports a sizable Native Plant nursery for those so interested.
This event is led by Greg Worner.

June 2016 - Lecture Night
Tuesday 7th June - Lecture Night - Presenter Matty Smith

Ocean Wildlife Photography
Matty Smith is a Stanwell Park based ocean wildlife photographer. His portfolio “A Parallel Universe: Windows Beneath
the Waves” is a selection of his favourite and most successful images taken half over and half under the water.
This is one lecture not to be missed.
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Upcoming in June
June 2016 - Social Outing
Wednesday, 8th June - 6:45 PM

Vivid Outing Light Installations
Meeting point - Corner Hickson Rd and Towns Place
There is a Plaza adjacent to this corner, which is at the bottom of a set of stairs from Windmill St. We will be moving off at
7:00 PM. This is a good 15-minute walk from Wynyard Station (York St entrance) or about 15 minutes also from Circular
Quay, however, you may wish to leave a bit longer given the time and the expected crowds.
Given that it is impossible (well maybe not impossible but very difficult) to cover the whole of the Vivid Festival in one hit,
this outing will concentrate on the installations along the wharf area of Hickson Rd. and under the Bridged itself. We will
then move to the walkway above the Circular Quay wharf complex adjacent to the Cahill expressway to look down onto
the main installations around Circular quay.
And of course, there will be other installations that take your interest, feel free to drift off and do your own thing.
Event organised by Tom Brassil please contact via email 'social@chrslphotographyclub.org' or mobile 0417 248 909
Please go to the Club Website to register.
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Upcoming in June
Tuesday 14 June 2016 - Workshop Night
Presentation: Landscapes/seascapes and filters
Presenter: Jason Pang
Jason will show some of his images to demonstrate the results that can be obtained. Then he will discuss
equipment, planning etc.

Image by Jason Pang - image captured near Cathedral Rock, Kiama
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Tues 28th June- Competition Night
Digital Closes: 26th June
Judge: David Miller

The set subject for this month is “Close-up or Macro”.
Close-up or Macro photography
Close-up or Macro photography refers to taking pictures of small things or details of bigger objects at close range.
Traditionally, macro photography is defined as any photo in which the subject has a 1:1 ratio with the photo negative. This
means that the image of the subject on the negative is exactly the same size as the real life subject. So, no magnification is
used. Generally a specialized macro lens will be required for a 1:1 ratio.

The competition team understand that not everyone owns or has access to a dedicated macro lens which is able to do 1:1
so for this competition a macro lens is not a requirement. Close- up is defined as closer than one would normally take a
photo of a subject. In a close-up image you emphasize a feature or an interesting detail of a bigger subject. Many modern
general purpose zoom lenses (macro zoom lens) have a macro setting that allows you to focus much closer than normal.
These lenses are very suitable for close-up and can give impressive results.
An alternative is to use a normal lens (preferably a sharp fast prime like a 50mm or 100mm, longer is better) and mount it
on an extension tube. The extension tube allows you to focus much closer than the lens normally can. Extension tubes cost
much less than a macro lens. The more expensive brand extension tubes allow you to use auto focus while the cheap thirdparty ones require you to use manual focus.
Sometimes you see advertisements for screw-on macro lenses which can
be screwed onto the front of a general purpose lens like a filter. Though
cheap, the results are mostly disappointing due to the poor quality of the
glass.
If you want to go really close, you can use a reversing ring (an attachment
allowing the photographer to attach the lens backwards) but the use of
such a set up is very specialized and the photographer must really know
what he/she is doing.
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Macro Photography Subjects
Any “small” object qualifies as a subject for close-up or macro the object that
can’t be observed with normal photography or by photography. A good macro
photo reveals details and textures in an undiscerning eye. By definition, macro
photography subjects are endless!
Macro photography enhances the details of its subject, of which there are many.
Nature serves as an excellent choice for such subjects.
Images for close-up or macro photography are limited only by the photographer’s
imagination. While nature provides the most obvious subjects for macro photography, common items around the house are also possible subjects. These items
are readily available, they don’t move and you are not depending on the weather.
Therefore if you have never tried macro photography before, start with a few of
these household items and practise, practise, practise. Experiment with light,
depth of field and get to know your capabilities before venturing out.

Photo by Paulina67

Macro techniques
Two main challenges of macro photography are lighting and depth of field. Both are inherent to working very close to the
subject. The closer you go the more difficult it gets.
Lighting is a challenge because it is likely that the camera and lens
throw a shadow on the subject so you need to get light onto the
subject from the sides. You can do this with external flashes or reflectors. On camera flash will not give satisfactory results. When
working alone, you get the feeling you don’t have enough hands.
Some photographers come up with some unique solutions to this
problem. See below for one simple solution used by Robert
O’Toole.
The small depth of field not only makes it difficult to get enough of
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the subject sharp in focus but also the camera must be held very steady; the slightest camera movement can result in a blurry,
out of focus picture. To increase the depth of field you want to shut down the lens as much as possible (high F-stop) but this
demands a slow shutter speed or a lot of light (see above) or a high ISO (which increases noise).
While a tripod at least keeps the camera steady, the location of some nature subjects for instance means that tripod use isn’t
always possible. Or the subject itself moves, even if it is just a tiny bit will affect sharpness. When outside in nature wind, even
a small breeze, can move a subject enough to cause blur in the picture. To avoid this, try to prevent the wind from reaching the
subject. Remember that every living creature moves even if it is only slow. You must adapt your technique to the subject you
are photographing.
If the subject is not moving, you can increase the depth of field via a technique called focus stacking. In focus stacking you take
a series of exposures while focusing on different parts of the subject and then combining the sharp parts of all the images into
one. Make sure you operate the camera in full manual mode including manual focus. By the way, manual focus most of the
time is preferable for macro photography because of better control of what is sharp and what is not.

Elephant eye close-up from Wikipedia

For those with no experience in macro photography there are many good articles on the web like this one
http://digital-photography-school.com/macro-photography-for-beginners-part-1/

Macro photography is fun and a good way to learn to use your gear. And there is no impatient
model while you are fiddling with your camera or lights.
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 Castle St,
Castle Hill

PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Viewpoint Contributions
Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email them to:
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Articles could include:
Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photo-shoots,
awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and Lecture reports,
recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 50 - 80kb.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by the
20th of the month.
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DISCLAIMER: No responsibility is accepted by the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club (The Club) for the accuracy of any information containe d in the
text, photographs or advertisements in any issues of Viewpoint. Information contained within does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Club, nor
does it infer endorsement by the club.
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